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Dimerization of HIV-I protease (HIV PR) monomers is an essential prerequisite for viral proteolytic activity and the subsequent generation of
infectious virus particles. Disrupting dimerization of the enzyme can inhibit its activity. We have calculated the relative binding free energies
between different dimers of the HIV protease using molecular dynamics
and a continuum model, which we call MM/PBSA. We examined the
dominant negative inhibition of the HIV PR by a mutated form of the
protease and found relative dimerization free energies of homo- and
hetero-dimerization consistent with experimental data. We also developed a rapid screening method, which was called the virtual mutagenesis
method to consider other mutations which might stabilize non-wild-type
heterodimers. Using this approach, we considered the mutations near the
dimer interface which might cause dominant negative inhibition of the
HIV PR. The rapid method we developed can be used in studying any
ligand-protein and protein-protein interaction, in order to identify
mutations that can enhance the binding af®nities of the complex.
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Introduction
Molecular dynamics (MD) has provided
dynamic and atomic insights to help understand
complicated biological systems. Free energy calculation methods have become powerful tools in providing quantitative measurement of protein-ligand
or protein-protein interactions (Kollman, 1993; Beveridge & Dicapua, 1989; van Gunsteren, 1989). The
most rigorous approaches to evaluate binding free
energies are free energy perturbation (FEP) and
thermodynamic integration (TI) methods. Both MD
and FEP/TI have been successfully applied to the
study of many protein and nucleic acids systems.
Nonetheless, these methods are computationally
intensive. Thus, many semi-empirical methods
have been developed to estimate binding free enerAbbreviations used: HIV PR, HIV protease; MD,
molecular dynamics; VM, virtual mutagenesis; FEP, free
energy perturbation; TI, thermodynamic integration;
MM, molecular mechanics; CNAN, contact neighbor
atom number; TNAN, total neighbor atom number.
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gies faster and with reasonable accuracy (Ajay &
Murcko, 1995).
A new method, MM/PBSA, was proposed last
year for evaluating solvation and binding free
energies of macromolecules and their complexes
(Srinivason et al., 1998). When this method is used
to calculate binding free energy, the binding free
energy is decomposed into contributions from van
der Waals and electrostatic energies, non-polar and
electrostatic solvation free energies, and relative
solute entropy effects (Massova & Kollman, 1999).
The van der Waals and electrostatic interactions
between the components of the complex are calculated using molecular mechanics (MM) with an
empirical force ®eld (Cornell et al., 1995), the nonpolar part of solvation free energy is estimated by
empirical methods based on solvent accessible (SA)
surface and the electrostatic contribution to solvation is calculated using a continuum model and
solving the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation. The
entropy contribution has been estimated using normal mode analysis. An ensemble of different conformations is extracted from MD trajectories and
each snapshot is analyzed using this MM/PBSA
method. The binding free energies are obtained
from this ensemble average. This method is able to
# 2000 Academic Press
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calculate the free energy difference between any
two states, even when the two states are quite
dissimilar from each other. It is also signi®cantly
more computationally ef®cient than FEP or TI.
Here, we used this MM/PBSA method in studying
dimer stability of the HIV protease (PR).
The dimeric HIV-1 protease (HIV-1 PR) is crucial
for the maturation of viral structural (gag) and
enzymatic (pol) proteins of the AIDS virion
(Debouck et al., 1987). This aspartyl protease has
been the therapeutic target for the treatment of
AIDS. However, the HIV-1 virus rapidly develops
drug resistant variants. Therefore, it is critically
important to understand the mechanism of the
HIV PR for designing inhibitors to combat this
resistance. The primary structure of the HIV-1 protease indicates that each monomer of the protease
contributes one catalytic aspartic acid residue at
the active site of the enzyme. Either mutating one
of the two catalytic aspartic acid residues (Kohl
et al., 1988; Babe et al., 1991; Krasslich, 1991) or disrupting the dimerization of active HIV PR monomers (Zhang et al., 1991; McPhee et al., 1996;
Rozzelle et al., 1999) has been reported to eliminate
the catalytic activity of the protease and thus block
the infectivity of the virus.
Craik and co-workers have shown that mixing
of wild-type (wt) and certain mutant protease
monomers could lead to inactivation of HIV-1
virus. They concluded this upon monitoring
accumulation of unprocessed polyproteins and the
secretion of non-infectious virons, and inferred that
this loss of activity of the protease was due to the
formation of inactive heterodimers between wildtype and defective monomers (Babe et al., 1991;
McPhee et al., 1996). The defective monomers used
in their experiments were obtained by mutating
the aspartic acid in the catalytic triad and several
other residues of the PR ¯ap region. The goal was
to promote the formation of defective heterodimers
and decrease the stability of the wild-type and
mutant PR homodimers. In their studies, they
found a triple-mutation, Asp25Lys, Gly49Trp and
Ile50Trp, which signi®cantly reduced the levels of
PR activity and virus infectivity (McPhee et al.,
1996). Due to the large interface between two PR
monomers, this dominant-negative inhibition of
the HIV PR by defective monomers may be less

susceptible to the emergence of resistant mutations.
It suggests a potential use of gene therapy as a
treatment to AIDS.
Here, we examined the protonation state of the
ligand free HIV protease and estimated relative
binding free energies between wild-type homodimer and defective heterodimer or mutant homodimer using the MM/PBSA method. Since it is not
trivial to measure the binding af®nities of different
dimers experimentally, computer simulations can
provide useful insights to aid understanding of the
interactions between HIV PR subunits.
We also present here a new method, which
we called the virtual mutagenesis (VM) method,
to identify mutations on the interface of two
molecules which may enhance the binding
between them. We applied this method to HIV PR
dimer and identi®ed a few more potential dominant negative mutations. This VM method is applicable to any set of interacting molecules.

Results and Discussion
Protonation state of the ligand-free HIV PR is
dianionic
Several distances between pairs of atoms in the
two catalytic aspartic acid residues were measured
in the crystal structure and the 100 snapshots taken
from the MD trajectory (see Figure 1 and Table 1).
Since the two catalytic Asp residues are critical for
proper function of the HIV PR, it is important to
maintain their structures during the simulation.
From Table 1 and Figure 1, the distances between
the two CA atoms are close to that in the crystal
structure in all three protonation states. However,
the distances between heavy atoms on the sidechains in mono- and double-protonated states are
much smaller than those in the doubly ionic state.
While the distances in the doubly ionic state are
maintained closest to the distances in the crystal
structure, the side-chains of the two Asp residues
came closer to each other in the mono- and
double-protonated states. The reason is obvious:
the anionic Asp residues electrostatically repel each
other. If either one of the two catalytic residues is
protonated, the repulsion between them is greatly
reduced and hydrogen bonds can also form

Table 1. The distances between pairs of atoms in the two catalytic aspartic acid residues of the HIV protease
PPc
a

Atom pair
CA-CA
CB-CB
CG-CG
OD1-OD1
OD2-OD2

Rcryt0 1

Ê)
(A

b

6.71
7.60
5.28
3.01
5.81

RMD

d

HHd

HP
Ê)
(A

6.55  0.23
7.31  0.22
5.01  0.23
3.68  0.29
5.12  0.29

RMD

d

Ê)
(A

6.32  0.17
6.90  0.22
4.50  0.24
2.58  0.14
4.71  0.34

RMD

d

Ê)
(A

6.29  0.20
6.87  0.19
4.41  0.22
3.14  0.25
4.48  0.28

The ®rst atom is in Asp25 and the second in Asp250 .
Rcryt0 1 is measured in the crystal structure.
c
Protonation states of the HIV PR, PP represents double ionic states; HP represents protonated Asp25 and deprotonated Asp250 ;
HH represents double protonated state;
d
RMD is the average distance of the 100 snapshots taken from the MD trajectory.
a

b
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Figure 1. Fragments of the two
catalytic aspartic acid residues
capped with ACE and NME
groups. A water molecule is proposed to interact with Asp in the
way as shown in the Figure (Ido
et al., 1991).

between them directly or via nearby water molecules.
It is widely assumed that free HIV PR has a
mono-protonated state and a water molecule is
presumed to interact with the two catalytic Asp
residues in the way shown in Figure 1 (Hyland et
al., 1991; Ido et al., 1991). We investigated this
assumption. One water molecule was put in the
active site at the beginning of the MD simulations.
The water molecule moved away in a few picoseconds of MD runs. But, other nearby water molecules moved into the active site and formed
hydrogen bends with the catalytic Asp residues. It
is assumed that a water molecule is crucial for the
proteolystic reaction. Based on our simulations,
this water molecule should be quite labile rather
than ®xed in the active site.
We calculated the binding free energies between
the wild-type HIV PR dimers with different protonation states. The binding free energies and components for different dimers are shown in Table 2.
In Table 2, the dianionic state has the most favorable binding free energy. Thus, the results of the
binding free energy calculations and the distance
measurement of pairs of atoms in the two catalytic
Asp residues are consistent with the NMR data
(Smith et al., 1996), which suggests that both residues in the active site are deprotonated. It is worth
pointing out that many experimental and theoretical works have been done to study the protonation
states of the two catalytic Asp residues in the presence of HIV PR inhibitors (Yamazaki, et al., 1994;
Wang et al., 1996; Luo et al., 1998; Trylska et al.,
1999). The present and previous studies suggest
that the binding of inhibitors has signi®cant in¯uence on the ionic states of the HIV PR.
As mentioned in Methods, the effect of conformational entropy upon dimerization is not
included in equations (1)-(3). The absolute values
of the binding free energies thus will overestimate
the strength of binding. We estimated the free
energy due to the conformational entropy using

normal mode analysis. Due to the heavy computational demand of this analysis, we only carried
out a single calculation as to estimate the order
of magnitude of the conformational entropy
contribution to the binding free energy. In our
calculation, the conformational free energy is
71.1 kcal/mol at 298 K. If this value was
included in our calculations, the values of binding
free energies of the HIV dimer would fall into the
range of ÿ9 to ÿ13 kcal/mol. The binding free
energy measured experimentally varies with experimental conditions, such as pH (Zhang et al., 1991;
Cheng et al., 1990; Grant et al., 1992; Jordan et al.,
1992). At pH7, the Kd was measured as 50 nM
(Cheng et al., 1990), which corresponds to a binding free energy ÿ10.0 kcal/mol at 298 K. The order
of magnitude of our results is consistent with the
experimental data. It is also worth pointing out
that we assume that the two monomers of the HIV
PR are already fully folded before forming the
dimer. Because we are interested in calculating
relative binding free energies between different
dimers, the free energies of folding the two monomers are likely to cancel out.
If we examine each component of the binding
free energy in Table 2, we can see that the order of
binding free energies is the same as the order of
the van der Waals interaction energies. In other
words, van der Waals interactions are dominant in
the HIV PR dimer binding. Non-polar solvation
terms are similar in all protonation states, which is
not unexpected. Electrostatic interaction energies,
Gele
int , and difference of electrostatic contribution
to the solvation energy term, Gele
sol, are quite
different in the three protonation states. However,
the sums of these two terms, Gele
int  sol, are quite
similar, suggesting that the two terms compensate
each other. It helps to rationalize why considering
solvation energy can greatly improve ranking
ligands in drug design (Zou et al., 1999).
Using a value of 1 underestimates the interior
dielectric constant of proteins. Thus, we also calcu-
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Table 2. In¯uence of the protonation states of the two aspartic acid residues at the active site to the binding free
energies
ein1, eout80
Gele
int

d
Gnonpol
sol

e
Gele
sol

g
Gele
int  sol

ÿ183.0
0.2
ÿ180.0
0.2
ÿ173.6
0.5

ÿ365.1
4.2
ÿ332.6
14.4
ÿ307.3
5.5

ÿ16.6
0.8
ÿ17.0
0.1
ÿ16.6
0.2

480.4
5.1
447.1
12.4
417.0
6.0

115.3
0.9
114.5
2.0
109.7
0.5

ein2, eout80

Gb
Gb
Gb i
Gb j
Dimers (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol)
WTPWTPa
WTHWTPb
WTHWTHc

Gvdw
int

h

ÿ84.3
1.9
ÿ82.5
1.8
ÿ80.5
0.1

i

0
1.8
3.8

g
Gele
sol

f
Gele
int  sol

236.7
2.5
219.9
6.1
205.0
3.0

54.2
0.7
53.6
1.1
51.4
0.3

ÿ145.5
1.4
ÿ143.4
0.9
ÿ138.8
0.4

0
2.1
6.7

a

The wild-type HIV PR dimer at double ionic state.
The wild-type HIV PR dimer at mono-ionic state.
c
The wild-type HIV PR dimer at double protonated state.
d
nonpol
nonpol
Gnonpol
 Gnonpol
sol
sol D ÿ Gsol M1 ÿ Gsol M2.
1-80
1-80
1-80
e
Gele
(e

1,
e

1)

G
ÿ
G
sol in
out
RFE D
RFE M1 ÿ GRFE M2.
2-80
2-80
2-80
f
Gele
sol(ein  2, eout  1)  GRFE D ÿ GRFE M1 ÿ GRFE M2.
ele
ele
g
Gele
int  sol  Gint  Gsol.
ele
nonpol
h
Gb  Gvdw
 Gele
int  Gint (ein  1, eout  1)  Gsol
sol(ein  1, eout  1).
i
ele
nonpol
Gb  Gvdw

(1/2)G
(e

2,
e

1)

G
 Gele
int
int in
out
sol
sol(ein  2, eout  1).
j
Gb  Gb(dimer) ÿ Gb(WT).
b

lated binding free energies using a dielectric constant of 2 (see Table 2). It is encouraging that the
ranking order is same as that obtained using
dielectric constant 1. Therefore, we only use value
1 to calculate binding free energies for other dimers
in the rest of this paper. We noticed that the
absolute values of the binding free energies are too
negative using dielectric constant 2. This is probably due to the fact that the parameterization of
the force ®eld we used was carried out with
dielectric constant 1. We can see in Table 2 that the
sums of the electrostatic interaction energy and
the electrostatic contribution to solvation in
three protonation states are 54.2, 53.6, and
51.4 kcal/mol, respectively, for dielectric constant

2, and 115.3, 114.5, and 109.7 kcal/mol,
respectively, for dielectric constant 1 Using dielectric constant other than 1 reduced the in¯uence of
the overall electrostatic contribution to the binding
free energy.
MM/PBSA can differentiate stabilities of
different HIV PR dimers
Craik and co-workers found certain mutants
which could inhibit the infectivity of AIDS (Babe
et al., 1991; McPhee et al., 1996). Among these
mutants, one triple mutation, Asp25Lys, Gly49Trp,
Ile50Trp, had the most signi®cant effect. Asp25Lys
mutation caused the HIV PR loss of proteolytic

Figure 2. Thermodynamic cycle for calculating binding free energies G0b and G0b are binding free energies in gas
M2
D
and in water, respectively, GM1
sol , Gsol and Gsol are solvation free energies for the monomer 1, monomer 2 and
dimer of the HIV PR, respectively:
M1
M2
Gb G0b  GD
sol ÿ Gsol ÿ Gsol
nonpolar

Gsol Gele
sol  Gsol

nonpolar
where Gele
was calculated from solvent accessible surface:
sol was obtained from PB calculations and Gsol

vdw
G0b  Gele
int  Gint
vdw
where Gele
int and Gint were calculated from molecular mechanics energies.
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activity. Gly49 and Ile50 are in the ¯ap region of
the HIV PR (see Figure 3). They were mutated to
two Trp residues. Trp has larger side-chain group
than either Gly or Ile. The purpose is to enhance
formation of dimer between wild-type and mutant
monomers but prevent dimerization between the
mutant monomers. It also known that the ¯exibility of the ``¯ap'' region is crucial for the activity
of the protease (Ishima et al., 1999). The residues
1-27 and 60-99 in each monomer are de®ned as the
``core'' region and 28-59 as the ``¯ap'' region
(Collins et al., 1995). Two Trp residues in the
``¯ap'' region could reduce the ¯exibility and thus
reduced the activity.
The average structure for each dimer during the
120 ps data collection period in MD simulations
was calculated. The MD trajectory was superimposed with the average structure and the RMSD of
heavy atoms on the backbone was calculated
(Figure 4 and Table 3). The ``¯ap'' region of the
wild-type homodimer, WTP-WTP, is most ¯exible.
This is shown by the ratio between the deviation
of the RMSD, s, and the RMSD in Table 3. This
ratio is 0.223 for WTP-WTP and about 0.140 for
other dimers. In Figure 4(a), the ¯uctuation of the
WTP-WTP is also obviously larger than others. For
comparison, the RMSD, its deviation s and the
s/RMSD ratio of the core regions are also listed in
Table 3 and the RMSD values are plotted
in Figure 4(b). Although the core region of the
WTP-WTP dimer still has the largest s/RMSD
ratio, the difference between different dimers is not
as large as the ¯ap region. Thus, the triple
mutations mainly in¯uence the ¯exibility of the
¯ap region of the HIV PR.
Binding free energies for different dimers are
shown in Table 4; entropy terms are not included.
As mentioned above, it is assumed that entropy
terms are similar for the different dimers. The
triple mutant KWW monomer bound most tightly

Figure 3. Locations of the mutations on the HIV protease.
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to the monomer wt whose catalytic Asp is ionic.
This dimer, WTP-KWW, is much more favorable
than all other dimers. The mutant KWW homodimer, KWW-KWW, is most unfavorable, even
worse than the wild-type homodimer, WTP-WTP.
The wild-type monomer with protonated catalytic
Asp binds to the mutant KWW monomer with an
intermediate binding free energy (WTH-KWW),
however, which is still more negative than that of
the wild-type homodimer. The ranking order of
the different dimers is consistent with experimental
data. The heterodimer formed between wild-type
and KWW mutant monomers is observed to have
a higher melting temperature than the wild-type
dimer (Rozzelle et al., 1999). The defective homodimer, KWW-KWW, was not obtained in that experiment due to aggregation.
We can see that in Table 4 the wild-type homodimer, WTP-WTP, has the least favorable van der
Waals interaction energy compared with the other
dimers. This is because the triple mutant KWW
has two Trp residues in the ¯ap region and they
provide stronger van der Waals interactions
between the monomers. The total electrostatic contribution to the binding free energy, Gele
int  sol, of
the heterodimer with ionic Asp in the active site,
WTP-KWW, is most favorable. The wild-type
homodimer WTP-WTP, and the defective heterodimers WTP-KWW and WTH-KWW, have similar
Gele
int  sol. The values are 115.3, 114.8 and
117.3 kcal/mol, respectively. The non-polar
part of solvation free energy is also similar for
different dimers. For WTP-WTP, WTP-KWW and
WTH-KWW, the van der Waals interaction energy
determines the rank order of the binding free
energy. For the mutant homodimer, KWW-KWW,
however, although the van der Waals is much
term is over
more favorable, the Gele
int  sol
20 kcal/mol less favorable compared with the
other three dimers. The KWW-KWW has less
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Figure 4 (legend opposite)

favorable electrostatic energy and more unfavorable electrostatic solvation energy than the wildtype homodimer. The less favorable electrostatic
energy is due to the stronger repulsive interaction
between the two Lys residues in KWW-KWW than
that between the two Asp residues in WTP-WTP.
The average distance between the two NZ atoms
in the two Lys residues in KWW-KWW is
Ê
Ê
4.61(0.31) A
compared with 5.01(0.23) A
between the two CG atoms in the two Asp residues in WTP-WTP. The Lys in one monomer also
repulsively interacts with Trp49 and Trp50 in
another monomer in KWW-KWW, but there are no
such repulsive interactions in WTP-WTP in which
Gly49 and Ile50 are further away from the catalytic

Asp in another monomer. If we examine the structure of KWW-KWW, we can see that the aromatic
rings of Trp49A and Trp49B are partially buried by
Trp50A and Trp50B, respectively. This burial of
polar groups gives a larger solvation penalty to the
KWW-KWW dimerization than the WTP-WTP
dimerization. This explains why the KWW-KWW
dimer has more unfavorable electrostatic solvation
energy than the WTP-WTP dimer.
The VM method can predict several new
dominant negative mutants
Encouraged by the above results, we tried a simpler but faster approach, which we named virtual

Table 3. RMSD and its deviation s of the ¯ap region (residue 28-60 in each monomer) and the core region (residue
1-27 and 61-99) for different HIV PR dimers
Dimer
WTP-WTP
WTP-KWW
WTH-KWW
KWW-KWW
a

Flap RMSDa

Flap RMSD
deviation s

Flap s/RMSD

Core RMSDa

Core RMSD
deviation s

Core s/RMSD

0.645
0.529
0.620
0.681

0.144
0.078
0.087
0.095

0.223
0.147
0.140
0.140

0.571
0.534
0.523
0.578

0.074
0.046
0.060
0.058

0.130
0.086
0.115
0.100

RMSD was calculated for all heavy atoms on the backbone compared with average structure obtained from the MD.
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Figure 4. (a) RMSD of the ¯ap region of different HIV protease dimers. Snapshot is taken every 0.120 ps.
(b) RMSD of the ``core'' region of different HIV protease dimers. Spanshot is taken every 0.120 ps.

mutagenesis (VM) method, to estimate the relative
binding free energies between different dimers. We
took one snapshot that has the closest binding free
energy to the average binding free energy value
obtained from the MD trajectory. We can see from
Table 5 that the binding free energy of the snapshot we chose is ÿ84.5 kcal/mol, which is very
close to the average value ÿ84.3 kcal/mol calculated from the MD trajectory (Table 3). Mutations
were suggested by a fast screening procedure (see
below) and then made on this snapshot. For each
mutation, a systematic conformation search for
total 100 conformations was performed. Only those
conformations with no steric clash with other
atoms in the molecule were further investigated
(see Methods). Each surviving conformation was
minimized with a distance dependent dielectric
constant while all other residues in the molecule
were ®xed. The binding free energy was then calculated using MM/PBSA. The ®nal binding free
energy for each mutation is the average value for
all rotamers.
We ®rst applied this VM method to several
mutations for which experimental data were available. The screening procedure is not necessary
here. No binding free energy or disassociate equili-

brium constant Kd has been measured on any of
those mutant dimers. However, there is experimental evidence indicating that thermal denaturation
of single chain heterodimers, D25K, G49W/I50W
and D25K/G49W/I50W, have a 1.5  C to 7.2  C
higher thermal stability than single chain wild-type
HIV PR (Rozzelle et al., 1999). The accumulation of
unprocessed polyproteins and the secretion of noninfectious virons display the same trend as the
thermal stability. Thus, we assume that the binding
af®nities between different mutant and wild-type
monomer are in the same order as viral infectivity.
With this assumption in mind, we found that the
calculated binding free energies are consistent with
the experimental data (Table 5).
Let us further examine some of these mutations.
For the 49W mutation, it has a ÿ1.8 kcal/mol
more favorable van der Waals interaction than
wild-type homodimer because the Trp has a much
larger side-chain than Gly. The non-polar solvation
is ÿ0.1 kcal/mol
free energy difference, Gnonpol
sol
more favorable for the mutant heterodimer. However, the total electrostatic contribution, Gele
int  sol,
is 1.4 kcal/mol less favorable for the mutant
heterodimer. In net, the total binding free energy
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Table 4. MM/PBSA results on the binding free energies of different HIV PR dimers
Dimers
WTP-WTPa
WTP-KWWb
WTH-KWWc
KWW-KWWd

Gvdw
int
(kcal/mol)

Gele
int
(kcal/mol)

ÿ183.0  0.2 ÿ365.1  4.2
ÿ190.6  0.9 ÿ445.4  6.6
ÿ187.8  1.6 ÿ293.7  10.6
ÿ199.6  2.2 ÿ159.0  9.0

e
Gnonpol
sol
(kcal/mol)

f
Gele
sol
(kcal/mol)

g
Gele
int  sol
(kcal/mol)

Gb h
(kcal/mol)

Gb i
(kcal/mol)

Expt0 l ranking
order

ÿ16.6  0.8
ÿ17.8  0.2
ÿ18.1  0.2
ÿ19.4  0.1

480.4  5.1
560.2  4.7
411.0  8.8
298.2  5.9

115.3  0.9
114.8  1.9
117.3  1.9
139.2  3.0

ÿ84.3  1.9
ÿ93.6  0.8
ÿ88.6  0.5
ÿ79.8  0.9

0
ÿ9.3
ÿ4.3
4.3

2
1
1
N/A

a

The wild-type homodimer with double ionic catalytic Asp residues.
The heterodimer between the wild-type monomer with ionic catalytic Asp and the triple mutation monomer.
c
The heterodimer between the wild-type monomer with protonated catalytic Asp and the triple mutation monomer.
d
The triple mutation homodimer.
nonpol
nonpol
nonpol
nonpol
e
Gsol
 Gsol D ÿ Gsol M1 ÿ Gsol M2 ;
f
1-80
1-80
1-80
Gele
(e

1,
e

1)

G
ÿ
G
sol in
out
RFE D
RFE M1 ÿ GRFE M2.
ele
ele
g
Gele
int  sol  Gint  Gsol.
h
ele
nonpol
Gb  Gvdw
 Gele
int  Gint (ein  1, eout  1)  Gsol
sol(ein  1, eout  1).
i
Gb  Gb(dimer) ÿ Gb(WT).
b

is ÿ0.5 kcal/mol more favorable for mutant
heterodimer.
The 49W50W mutant is similar to 49W. The
49W50W heterodimer has larger favorable van der
Waals interaction energy, ÿ193.2 kcal/mol, compared with ÿ191.6 kcal/mol for 49W heterodimer
and ÿ189.8 kcal/mol for wild-type homodimer.
Ile50 mutated to Trp provides ÿ1.6 kcal/mol van
der Waals interaction energy to binding free
energy versus ÿ1.8 kcal/mol while Gly49 is
mutated to Trp. This is not unexpected because Ile
has a larger side-chain than Gly so that the
mutation from Ile to Trp has smaller effect than
that of Gly to Trp. The non-polar solvation energy
has a small but favorable contribution to the stability of the 49W50W heterodimer. The total electrois unfavorable
static contribution, Gele
int  sol,
compared with 49W and wild-type dimer and it
cancels part of the favorable van der Waals interactions. The unfavorable Gele
int  sol terms in 49W
and 49W50W are due to the unfavorable electrostatic interactions between Asp25 and 49W/50W.
The aromatic ring of Trp49 is partially buried by
Trp50 in the 49W50W heterodimer. This helps to
explain why 49W50W has a more unfavorable
Gele
int  sol term than 49W. The binding free energy
of 49W50W is ÿ0.8 kcal/mol more favorable than
wild-type homodimer and ÿ0.3 kcal/mol than the

49W heterodimer. Obviously, favorable van der
Waals interaction is dominant in the 49W50W
heterodimer.
The total electrostatic contribution term,
Gele
int  sol, is not unfavorable in the 25K49W50W
heterodimer case. Instead, it is ÿ2.0 kcal/mol more
favorable than wild-type homodimer. This is due
to favorable electrostatic interactions between
Lys25 in the mutant monomer and Asp25 in the
wild-type monomer. The van der Waals and nonpolar solvation terms have similar values as in the
49W50W heterodimer. This suggests that the
mutation of Asp25 to a positive charged residue
with stronger binding than the wild-type homodimer is mainly due to favorable electrostatic interaction.
The above conclusion is consistent with the D25K
data where the van der Waals and non-polar solvation only are ÿ0.3 kcal/mol and ÿ0.1 kcal/mol
more favorable than wild-type homodimer but
Gele
int  sol term contributes ÿ1.0 kcal/mol. However, in the D25R heterodimer, the Gele
int  sol term
is unfavorable relative to the wild-type dimer and it
is the van der Waals and non-polar solvation energies that make the total binding free energy of the
D25R heterodimer ÿ1.6 kcal/mol more favorable
than the wild-type homodimer. This is interesting.
It is worthy pointing out that the calculated bind-

Table 5. Binding free energies of several dimers calculated using the VM method

Mutation
25K49W50W
25R
25K
49W50W
49W
Wild-type

Gvdw
int
(kcal/mol)

Gele
int
(kcal/mol)

ÿ193.1  3.0 ÿ425.3  1.9
ÿ191.7  2.1 ÿ401.8  10.0
ÿ190.1  1.6 ÿ401.3  15.0
ÿ193.2  2.8 ÿ350.6  1.8
ÿ191.6  1.2 ÿ347.2  1.3
ÿ189.8
ÿ344.7

b
Gnonpol
sol
(kcal/mol)

c
Gele
sol
(kcal/mol)

d
Gele
int  sol
(kcal/mol)

Gb e
(kcal/mol)

ÿ17.8  0.3
ÿ17.7  0.2
ÿ17.5  0.1
ÿ17.8  0.3
ÿ17.5  0.1
ÿ17.4

546.0  2.8
525.1  9.5
523.0  14.4
476.3  2.11
471.3  2.5
467.4

120.7  2.4
123.3  3.4
121.7  2.8
125.7  2.1
124.1  1.82
122.7

ÿ90.2  1.7
ÿ86.1  3.5
ÿ85.9  3.5
ÿ85.3  1.5
ÿ85.0  1.1
ÿ84.5

Expt'l viral
Gb f
infectivity
(kcal/mol) ranking ordera
ÿ5.7
ÿ1.6
ÿ1.4
ÿ0.8
ÿ0.5
0

1
2
3
4
5
6

a
The smaller ranking order, the weaker the viral infection, it is assumed, the more favorable the binding free energy for the
dimer.
nonpol
nonpol
nonpol
nonpol
b
Gsol
 Gsol D ÿ Gsol M1 ÿ Gsol M2 ;
1-80
1-80
1-80
c
Gele
(e

1,
e

1)

G
ÿ
G
sol in
out
RFE D
RFE M1 ÿ GRFE M2.
d
ele
ele
Gele

G

G
.
int  sol
int
sol
ele
nonpol
e
Gb  Gvdw
 Gele
int  Gint (ein  1, eout  1)  Gsol
sol(ein  1, eout  1).
f
Gb  Gb(dimer) ÿ Gb(WT).
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satis®es the scanning criteria is evaluated by the
VM method.
In Table 6, contact neighbor atom number
(CNAN) and total neighbor atom number (TNAN)
of all residues whose Ca-Cb vector points to the
interface are listed. CNAN counts how many contacts one residue has with another monomer and
TNAN indicates how crowded a given residue is.
In the present study, we used two distance cutoffs,
Ê and 6 A
Ê . The shell contact neighbor atom
3A
number ratio (SCNANR) was calculated for each
residue. SCNANR shows how many contacts one
residue can make with another monomer between
Ê and 6 A
Ê shell around it. In order to ®nd
a 3A
mutation to enhance binding, one wants to identify
Ê disresidues which have small TNAN with a 3 A
tance cutoff and a large SCNANR. A small TNAN
Ê distance cutoff means the residue has
in the 3 A
empty surrounding space so that larger side-chain
replacement is possible. A large SCNANR shows
that a larger side-chain has the potential to have
more contacts or stronger van der Waals interactions with another monomer.
In this study, we chose 20 as the threshold for
Ê distance cutoff and 20 % as
TNAN using the 3 A
the cutoff for SCNANR. The VM calculations were
only performed on those residues whose TNAN
Ê distance cutoff was less than 20 and for
using 3 A
which SCNANR was larger than 20 %. Some 11
residues which satisfy these two criteria are
printed as bold in Table 6. Five of them, Gln2,

ing free energies of the D25R and the D25K heterodimers have larger error bars. This is because
Asp25 is in the active site and has empty space
around it. Many conformations can be considered
for the mutant residues and this causes the relatively larger variation. Comparing D25R and D25K
we can see D25R has more favorable van der
Waals interaction than D25K. This is reasonable
because the Arg side-chain is larger than the Lys
side-chain. The unfavorable Gele
int  sol term is
unexpected. Compared with D25 K, D25R has
similar electrostatic interaction energy, ÿ401.8
kcal/mol versus ÿ401.3 kcal/mol, but more
unfavorable PB solvation energy, 525.1 kcal/mol
versus
523.0kcal/mol.
This
unfavorable
Gele
int  sol term may be due to the additional burial
of NH1 or NH2 polar groups in the Arg upon
dimerization.
With the above encouraging results, we can try
to predict some new mutations which may
enhance binding of defective heterodimers. Since
the interface between the HIV PR monomers is
large and the interface between the two monomers
is well packed, it is dif®cult to determine which
residue can be mutated if one just visualizes the
structure of the HIV PR. We exploited the simple
method which is described in Methods to scan all
possible residues which are close to interface but
still have enough surrounding space to allow larger side-chain replacement. Each residue which

Table 6. Average contact neighbor atom number (CNAN) and total neighbor atom number (TNAN) of residues
whose Ca-Cb vector points toward the HIV PR dimer interface
Ê distance cutoff
3A
Sequence
numbera
2A
4A
5A
6A
7A
9A
23Ac
24A
25Ac
26A
27A
48A
49A
50A
51A
52A
67A
69A
87A
90A
93A
94A
96A
97A
99A
a
b
c

Ê distance cutoff
6A

Residue
name

CNAN

TNAN

CNAN

TNAN

SCNANRb
(X100 %)

GLN
THR
LEU
TRP
GLN
PRO
LEU
LEU
ASP
THR
GLY
GLY
GLY
ILE
GLY
GLY
ABA
HIS
ARG
LEU
ILE
GLY
THR
LEU
PHE

8
2
17
2
2
6
3
7
2
13
6
4
3
4
7
2
1
2
9
2
3
0
11
24
18

19
15
31
13
17
26
30
32
22
28
17
18
17
14
16
16
15
21
29
34
27
14
23
38
22

39
29
129
31
22
51
24
49
37
105
65
28
35
51
56
26
6
17
79
37
21
22
104
163
148

91
111
204
81
97
192
200
229
170
205
122
100
113
90
95
100
115
129
219
239
164
95
158
236
174

46.0
28.1
64.7
42.7
25.0
27.1
12.4
21.3
23.7
52.0
56.2
29.3
33.3
61.8
62.0
28.6
5.0
13.9
36.8
17.1
13.1
27.2
68.9
70.2
85.5

Sequence number is according to the wild-type HIV PR dimer. The PDB entry is 3hvp.
SCNANR is the shell contact neighbor atom number ratio (see Methods).
23A is listed due to special interests (see text).
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Thr4, Trp6, Gln7 and Gly94 are in the core region.
Gln2 is too close to the N-terminal of the chain.
Therefore no mutation was made. Trp6 was not
mutated because no natural amino acid residue
with a larger side-chain exists. Gly27 is in the catalytic triad. The remaining ®ve, Gly48, Gly49, Ile50,
Gly51 and Gly52, are in the ¯ap region. Gly27 has
f and c, angles in the right side of the Ramachandran map. Thus, we did not mutate Gly27 either.
Since we are interested in ®nding new mutant
monomers which can inhibit virial infectivity, we
®rst mutated Asp25 to Lys. This D25K mutation
can also reduce binding af®nities between defective homodimers (see Table 4). Residues identi®ed
by our scanning method were then also mutated.
The binding free energies calculated by the VM
method are listed in Table 7. Mutations with more
favorable binding free energies than D25K are
printed in bold and those with binding free energies between the wild-type homodimer and the
D25K heterodimer are printed in italics.
The most interesting mutations are those in the
¯ap region. As discussed above, compared with
mutations in other regions, these mutations can
reduce the ¯exibility of the ¯ap region and, thus,
can further reduce the activity of the HIV PR. Since
these residues are exposed to water, we mutated
them to Trp so that they can have stronger van der
Waals interactions with another monomer but do
not get dramatic unfavorable solvation free energy
penalties. 25K48W, 25K49W, 25K50W and 25K52W
have more favorable binding free energies, even
compared with the D25K heterodimer. Among
these four mutations, 25K48W and 25K50W have
the most and least favorable van der Waals interaction energy, respectively. The reason is that the
mutated residue, Trp, can pack well with Ile50
from another chain in the 25K48W case. This packing also explains the most favorable non-polar sol-

vation energy for 25K48W because the solventaccessible surface of Ile50 from another chain is
reduced. This deeper burial of the hydrophobic
residue favors binding. For 25K50W, the Ile is
much larger than Gly in the wild-type protease.
Thus, the mutation to Trp from Ile does not create
as many more van der Waals contacts than the
wild-type dimer as the mutation from Gly to Trp.
The 25K49W and the 25K52W have intermediate
van der Waals interaction energies, as one would
expect. In terms of total electrostatic contribution
to binding free energy, Gele
int  sol, the 25K50W has
the least unfavorable value. This is also not unexpected because the hydrophobic residue Ile50 is
exposed to water. If it is replaced by Trp, Trp has
large aromatic ring and, therefore, a more favorable solvation energy. However, the 25K51W has a
more unfavorable binding free energy than the
wild-type homodimer. We can see that this is due
to an very unfavorable van der Waals interaction
energy. It implies that there are steric clashes.
Thus, we mutated Gly51 to Ala instead of Trp. The
van der Waals interaction becomes more favorable
than the 25K51W but still unfavorable if compared
with the wild-type homodimer. We examined the
structure and found that this is due to the fact that
Gly51 is ¯anked by Ile50 in the same chain
and Phe53 in another chain. The Cb atom in the
substituted Ala or Trp has unfavorable contacts
with these two residues.
Three other mutations, 25K4Y, 25K7W and
25K94W are in the core region of the HIV PR.
25K7W has the least unfavorable Gele
int  sol term.
Since Gln7 is on the surface of the HIV PR,
mutation to Trp can provide more favorable solvation energy. So can the 25K4Y, which also has a
less unfavorable Gele
int  sol term than the 25K
mutation. After Thr4 and Gln7 are mutated to Tyr
and Trp, respectively, Tyr4 and Trp7 can reduce

Table 7. Binding free energies of different dimers calculated using the VM method
Mutation

Gvdw
int
(kcal/mol)

Gele
int
(kcal/mol)

a
Gnonpol
sol
(kcal/mol)

b
Gele
sol
(kcal/sol)

c
Gele
int  sol
(kcal/mol)

Gb d
(kcal/mol)

Gb e
(kcal/mol)

Wild-type
25K
25K4Y
25K5F
25K7W
25K23Y
25K48W
25K49W
25K50W
25K51W
25K51A
25K52W
25K87W
25K94W
23Y

ÿ189.8
ÿ190.1  1.6
ÿ191.4  1.7
ÿ186.8  0.0
ÿ191.1  0.5
ÿ190.2  1.7
ÿ195.7  0.5
ÿ192.4  0.3
ÿ191.6  2.8
ÿ171.2  0.2
ÿ177.5  4.6
ÿ192.4  0.9
ÿ187.4  0.2
ÿ192.7  1.8
ÿ189.7  2.0

ÿ344.7
ÿ401.3  15.0
ÿ421.9  0.5
ÿ386.5  0.1
ÿ423.4  0.5
ÿ394.8  4.3
ÿ422.5  0.4
ÿ393.9  0.5
ÿ425.1  1.0
ÿ420.9  0.0
ÿ422.5  1.3
ÿ422.4  0.9
ÿ428.7  0.4
ÿ424.2  4.5
ÿ348.3  3.9

ÿ17.4
ÿ17.5  0.1
ÿ17.6  0.1
ÿ17.5  0.0
ÿ17.6  0.0
ÿ17.5  0.0
ÿ18.5  0.0
ÿ17.6  0.1
ÿ17.7  0.3
ÿ17.8  0.0
ÿ17.6  0.0
ÿ17.7  0.0
ÿ17.8  0.1
ÿ17.8  0.2
ÿ17.4  0.0

467.4
523.0  14.4
542.1  3.3
514.1  0.3
538.0  1.6
518.4  4.1
545.6  0.8
517.1  0.7
545.2  2.8
540.0  0.5
540.6  1.6
544.4  2.9
553.0  0.2
549.7  6.4
472.2  4.1

122.7
121.7  2.8
120.2  3.0
127.6  0.0
114.6  1.3
123.6  2.6
123.1  0.4
123.2  0.1
120.1  2.4
119.1  0.7
118.1  0.3
122.0  2.5
124.3  0.4
125.5  2.7
123.9  1.3

ÿ84.5
ÿ85.9  3.5
ÿ88.8  1.8
ÿ76.7  0.0
ÿ94.1  1.1
ÿ84.1  2.9
ÿ91.1  0.2
ÿ86.8  0.3
ÿ89.2  0.8
ÿ69.9  0.7
ÿ77.0  4.3
ÿ88.1  1.9
ÿ80.9  0.3
ÿ85.0  3.9
ÿ83.22.1

0
ÿ1.4
ÿ4.3
7.8
ÿ9.6
0.4
ÿ6.6
ÿ2.3
ÿ4.7
14.6
7.5
ÿ3.6
3.6
ÿ0.5
1.3

a

nonpol
nonpol
Gnonpol
 Gnonpol
sol
sol D ÿ Gsol M1 ÿ Gsol M2.
1-80
1-80
1-80
Gele
(e

1,
e

1)

G
ÿ
G
sol in
out
RFE D
RFE M1 ÿ GRFE M2.
c
ele
ele
Gele

G

G
.
int  sol
int
sol
ele
ele
d
Gb  Gvdw
int  Gint (ein  1, eout  1)  Gsol(ein  1, eout  1).
e
Gb  Gb(dimer)-Gb(WT).
b
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solvent-accessible surface of some nearby hydrophobic residues, such as Leu10, Leu5 and Ile31.
This deeper burial of hydrophobic residues is also
favorable for binding. 25K4Y and 25K7W also have
more favorable van der Waals interaction energies
than wild-type, which is due to larger side-chain
replacement. However, the main contributions to
the binding are from the Gele
int  sol term. The
25K94W heterodimer has the most favorable van
der Waals interaction in these three dimers. This is
because when Gly94 is mutated to Trp, the Trp can
pack well with Trp6 from another chain. It is the
van der Waals interaction that leads to the total
binding free energy of 25K94W being more favorable than the wild-type dimer.
In addition to those 11 residues which were
identi®ed by our scanning method, we also performed calculations on other residues.
Craik and co-workers proposed that the L23Y
mutation might enhance the binding for the defective heterodimer. On the basis of analyzing the
structure of the HIV PR, the L23Y mutation may
form new hydrogen bonds and therefore enhance
binding (McPhee et al., 1996). We did mutations for
L23Y alone and in combination with D25K and
L23Y, i.e. 25K23Y. We can see in both cases,
they do have more favorable electrostatic interaction energies, ÿ394.8 kcal/mol in 25K23Y and
ÿ348.3 kcal/mol in 23Y versus ÿ344.7 kcal/mol
in wild-type. However, they also have larger
solvation penalties compared with wild-type,
518.4 kcal/mol in 25K23Y and 472.2 kcal/mol
versus 467.4 kcal/mol in wild-type. Therefore, the
total electrostatic contribution to the binding free
energy, Gele
int  sol, is more unfavorable than the
wild-type dimer and so are the binding free
energies.
We investigated another two double mutations,
25K5F and 25K87W as well. Leu5 and Arg87 have
large SCNANR, 64.7 % and 36.8 %, respectively,
and they are not close to termini. The TNAN
Ê distance cutoff are 31 and 29, respectvalues in 3 A
ively, which means they are crowded. We can see
in Table 7 that both of them have less favorable
van der Waals interaction energies than wild-type,
i.e. ÿ186.8 kcal/mol in 25K5F and ÿ187.4 kcal/
mol in 25K87W versus ÿ189.8 kcal/mol in the
wild-type dimer. In addition, their Gele
int  sol terms
are also more unfavorable. This is due to larger solvation penalty. Arg87 is exposed to water. The solvation energy is unfavorable if this charged
residue is mutated to a neutral one. In 25K5F, the
aromatic ring of Phe5 is totally buried which is
also unfavorable.

Conclusion
Here, we investigated the protonation state of
the free HIV PR and calculated the relative binding
free energies of different dimers of HIV PR to
wild-type dimer using the MM/PBSA method. We
also suggest several dominant negative inhibition
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mutations on the basis of binding free energies calculated using the VM method.
We compared the average distances between several pair atoms in the two catalytic Asp residues
obtained from the MD trajectory with those in the
crystal structure. These calculations indicated that
the dianionic state had the closest structure to the
crystal structure. According to the binding free
energy calculations on the wild-type dimers with
different protonation states, the dianionic dimer
structure was also suggested to be most stable.
These results are consistent with NMR data on the
ligand free HIV protease (Smith et al., 1996).
The heterodimer formed between the triple
mutation
monomer,
Asp25Lys/Gly49Trp/
Iles50Trp (25K49W50W), and the wild-type monomer was shown experimentally to have higher thermal stability than the wild-type dimer (Rozzelle
et al., 2000). We calculated the binding free energies
on the 25K49W50W bound to wild-type monomer
with deprotonated and protonated catalytic Asp.
Both of these heterodimers are more stable than the
wild-type homodimers. The homodimer of the triple mutations is the least stable dimer. The ranking
order of dimer stability is consistent with the experimental observations.
The Virtual Mutagenesis (VM) method was
developed to identify mutations which can enhance
binding between two subunits of a macromolecule.
With the assumption that local mutations will not
change the overall structure of a protein, this method was used to calculate binding free energies for
different HIV protease dimers. The ranking order of
calculated binding free energies is consistent with
that of viral infectivity. Moreover, several new
dominant negative mutations were suggested by
this method. Four of them, 25K48W, 25K49W,
25K50W and 25K52W, are similar to the triple
mutations in terms of mutated residues. However,
another two, 25K4Y and 25K7W, are novel
mutations and are not obvious choices if one just
visualizes the HIV PR structure. These results await
experimental veri®cation. Because these mutations
are not close to each other in space (except 48w,
49w, 50w and 52w), we speculate that the multiple
mutations may have stronger dominant negative
inhibition effects.
In summary, the MM/PBSA method is able to
calculate binding free energies on systems for
which more rigorous methods such as free energy
perturbation (FEP) and thermodynamic integration
(TI) can not be ef®ciently applied. The VM method
can quickly identify residues on which mutations
can be made to enhance the binding between protein-protein or protein-ligand. Caveats include the
assumptions of similar entropy change upon
dimerization of different mutants, additivity of free
energy terms, and adequacy of sampling of conformation space. With these caveats in mind, the
results obtained using the MM/PBSA and the VM
methods are promising and worthy of further
development and experimental testing.
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Methods
Protonation state of the HIV PR and
the MM/PBSA method
All molecular dynamics simulations presented in this
work were performed using the AMBER5.0 simulation
package (Pearlman et al., 1995) and the Cornell et al.
(1995) force ®eld with TIP3P water model (Jorgensen et al.,
1983). The starting structure for the wild-type homodimer
of the HIV protease was taken from the RCSB Protein
Data Bank. The PDB entry is 3hvp (Wlodawer et al.,
1989). Mutations were made manually using SYBYL6.5
(Tripos Associates Inc., 1998) and MidasPlus (Ferrin
et al., 1988). The molecules were solvated in a
Ê  80 A
Ê  80 A
Ê box of water. All systems were neu80 A
tralized by adding counter ions close to the solute surface.
The number of counter ions varied with different HIV PR
dimer. Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) (Darden et al., 1993)
was exploited to consider the long-range electrostatic
interactions. All structures were minimized ®rst using
SANDER module in AMBER5.0. Molecular dynamics
simulations were carried out thereafter. The temperature
of the system was raised gradually from 50 K to 298 K in
50 ps followed by 120 ps equilibration at 298 K. Another
120 ps MD simulation was performed for data collection
and 100 snapshots were saved for the consequent analysis. The SHAKE procedure (Rychaert et al., 1977) was
employed to constrain all bonds. The time step of the
Ê cut-off was used for the
simulations was 2 fs. A 8.5 A
non-bonded van der Waals interactions and no cutoff was
used for nonbonded electrostatic interactions. The nonbonded pairs were updated every 15 steps.
The binding free energy between the two monomers
of the HIV PR was calculated according to the thermodynamic cycle shown in Figure 2:
M1
M2
Gb  G0b  GD
sol ÿ Gsol ÿ Gsol

1

where G0b and Gb are the binding free energies in gas
M2
D
and in water, respectively, GM1
sol , Gsol and Gsol are
solvation free energies for the monomer 1, monomer 2
and dimer of the HIV PR, respectively. G0b is calculated
from molecular mechanics (MM) interaction energies:
vdw
G0b  Gelc
int  Gint

2

vdw
where Gele
are electrostatic and van der
int and Gint
Waals interaction energies between the two monomers
in gas which were calculated using the CARNAL and
ANAL modules in AMBER5.0 software suite.
The solvation energy, Gsol, is divided into two parts,
the electrostatic contributions, Gele
sol, and all other contributions, Gnonpolar
.
sol

nonpolar

Gsol  Gele
sol  Gsol

examined (see below). The dielectric constant of water
was set to 80 and the dielectric boundary was taken as
Ê probe
the solvent accessible surface de®ned by a 1.4 A
sphere. The radii of atoms were taken from PARSE parameter set (Sitkoff et al., 1994). Partial charges were
taken from Cornell et al. force ®eld for standard amino
acid residues. One non-standard amino acid in the 3hvp
was ABA and its partial charges were calculated using
ab initio calculations and the RESP method (Bayly et al.,
1993).
As mentioned above, the value 1 was ®rst used for the
interior dielectric constant originally in MM/PBSA. Since
the dielectric constants for the interior of proteins is considered to be in the range from 2 to 4, we examined the
case where the interior dielectric constant had values
other than 1. As shown in the Appendix, the binding
free energy was calculated slightly different from
equation (1):
nonpolar

Gb  Gvdw
int  Gsol

nonpolar

D

ÿ Gsol

 1=nGele
int  GRFE
nonpolar

 Gvdw
int  Gsol
GRFE

D
nÿ80

ÿ GRFE

nonpolar
M1 ÿ Gsol
M2 

D
M1
M2
nÿ80 ÿ GRFE nÿ80 GRFE nÿ80

 1=nGele
int 

M1
nÿ80

ÿ GRFE

M2
nÿ80 

4

where n is the interior dielectric constant. In this study, it
M1
M2
was set to 2. GD
RFE n-80, GRFE n-80 and GRFE n-80 are
reaction ®eld energies obtained from DelPhi for dimer,
monomer 1 and monomer 2 of the HIV PR, respectively,
with interior and exterior dielectric constants set to n
and 80, respectively.
The solvent accessible surfaces (SAS) were calculated
using the MSMS program (Sanner et al., 1996). The nonpolar contribution to the solvation free energy,
Gnonpolar
, was calculated as 0.00542  SAS  0.92 kcal/
sol
mol (Sitkoff et al., 1994).
It is worth pointing out that in equation (1), no solute
entropy contribution is included. We estimated the conformational entropy contribution (translation, rotation
and vibration) to the binding free energy using normal
mode analysis (Case, 1994). This is only an estimate for
the order of magnitude of the entropy contribution. We
assumed that the entropy contributions are similar for
different HIV protease dimers. When we calculate the
relative binding free energies between them, the entropy
contribution is assumed to cancel. The normal mode
analysis was carried out using the NMODE module in
AMBER5.0. The structure used for normal mode analysis
was obtained by minimizing the crystal structure of the
wild-type HIV PR dimer using a distance dependent
dielectric constant which is proportional to 4r, where r is
the distance between the atoms.

3
Virtual mutagenesis method

The electrostatic contribution to the solvation free
energy, Gele
sol, was calculated using the DelPhiII software
package (Gilson et al., 1987), which solves the PoissonBoltzmann equations numerically and calculates the electrostatic energy according to the electrostatic potential.
Ê . Potentials at the
The grid size we used was 0.5 A
boundaries of the ®nite-difference lattice were set to sum
of the Debye-Huckel potentials. The interior dielectric
constant was set to 1 in our primary simulations in order
to be consistent with the molecular mechanics force ®eld.
Other value for the interior dielectric constant was also

Mutations which might enhance binding between the
two monomers of the HIV PR can only be made on residues which satisfy the following three qualitative criteria.
(1) The vector from Ca to Cb, nab, points toward the
dimer interface.
(2) The residue is close to the dimer interface.
(3) The residue has some extra space around it and a
number of atoms in another monomer are a short distance from this residue.
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The idea is that the mutation will not change the HIV
PR structure dramatically (criterion (1)) and more favorable contacts with another monomer can be created if
this residue is mutated to another residue with a larger
side chain (criteria (2) and (3)).
First, in order to identify those residues satisfying these
criteria in the HIV PR, vector n, which was perpendicular
to the plane de®ned by three atoms in the B chain of the
HIV PR, N in Gly49B, Ca in Asn98B and Ca in Arg8B, was
constructed. The plane de®ned by the three atoms was
parallel to the dimer interface. nab for each residue in the
A chain of the HIV PR was also calculated. By examining
the sign of n  nab we could determine whether nab
pointed to or away from the interface.
Second, TNAN and CNAN values were calculated for
two different distance cutoffs. The TNAN is the number
of atoms within the distance cutoff, rthr, of any atom of
the residue being investigated. CNAN is the number of
atoms in another subunit of the molecule within the distance cutoff rthr. The value of TNAN re¯ects how
crowded the residue being investigated is surrounded by
other residues and the value of CNAN represents how
many contacts this residue has with another subunit of
the molecule. Obviously, the values of TNAN and
CNAN depend on the distance cutoff, rthr. In the present
Ê and 6 A
Ê. A
study, we used two distance cutoffs, 3 A
ratio, SCNANR was calculated as:
SCNANR  CNAN2 ÿ CNAN1 = TNAN2 ÿ TNAN1 
5
Ê and
where CNAN1 and CNAN2 are CNAN using 3 A
Ê distance cutoff, respectively, and so are TNAN1 and
6A
TNAN2 for TNAN. This ratio, SCNANR, re¯ects how
many contacts may form if the current side-chain is
replaced by a larger one.
A residue which satis®es the second criterion must
Ê
have a relatively large CNAN value at least at the 6 A
Ê distance cutoff.
distance cutoff if not already at the 3 A
The third criterion requires residues which have small
Ê distance cutoff range and large
TNAN values in the 3 A
SCNANR values.
Glycine residues were speci®cally considered. In
addition to the three criteria, f and j torsion angles for
each glycine residue were also examined. Only those
whose f and j, were not unique for glycine residues, i.e.
were in the left half of the Ramachandran map, were
considered for mutation.
Any residues satisfying the above three criteria were
mutated to one of those amino acid residues which has
larger side-chain, such as Trp, Tyr. A systematic conformation search for 100 conformations was carried out for
the mutant residue. For each conformation, a steric
bump check was executed ®rst to avoid serious steric
clash between the mutant residue and any other residue
in the molecule. If any atom of the built-in residue was
Ê to any atom of any other residue in the
closer than 1 A
molecule, that conformation of the built-in residue was
discarded. Each surviving conformation was then minimized using the SANDER module in AMBER5.0. Only
the mutant residue was allowed to move and no explicit
water was added. The solvent effect was considered
roughly by using a distance dependent dielectric constant which was proportional to 4r, where r is the distance between atoms. MM/PBSA was used to evaluate
the energy of each conformation. The ®nal energy for
each mutation was the average energy of all conformations. Multiple mutations were made one by one. For

example, the triple mutation D25 K/G49W/I50W was
obtained by mutating Asp25 to Lys ®rst. A conformation
of Lys25 with closest binding free energy to the average
value was chosen and Gly49 was mutated to Trp. The
third mutation, I50W, was made on the conformation
whose binding free energy is closest to the average one
for the D25 K/I49W mutations. Since no full MD simulations were carried out, the computational ef®ciency is
quite high using such an approach.
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Figure A1. How the reaction ®eld energy is calculated in DelPhi.

Appendix
In DelPhi, the reaction ®eld energy of a molecule
is de®ned as the energy of taking the molecule
from a solvent of dielectric equal to that of the
interior, to that of the exterior under the condition
that there is no salt present and the molecule lies
entirely within the box (see DelPhi manual). For
example, if the interior dielectric constant ein equals
2 and the exterior dielectric constant eout equals 1,
the reaction ®eld energy G2-1
RFE is calculated as the
difference between electrostatic energies in (ein  2,
eout  1) and (ein  2, eout  2) environments
(Figure A1):
G2ÿ1
RFE
Gele
2-1



Gele
2ÿ1

ÿ

Gele
2ÿ2

A1

Gele
2-2

and
are the electrostatic energies in
where
the (ein  2, eout  1) and (ein  2, eout  2) environments, respectively.
Thus:
ele
2ÿ1
ele
2ÿ1
Gele
2ÿ1  G2ÿ2  GRFE  1=2  G1ÿ1  GRFE A2

where Gele
1-1 is the electrostatic energy in gas. Thereele
fore, Gele
2-2 equals half of G1-1.

The binding free energy, G0b, of the HIV protease dimer in the (ein  2, eout  1) environment is
calculated as:
ele
G0b  Gvdw
int  G2ÿ1

D

ÿ Gele
2ÿ1

M1

ÿ Gele
2ÿ1

M2

A3

is the van der Waals interaction
where Gvdw
int
energy between the two monomers, Gele
2-1 M1, G2-1
ele
ele
M2 , and G2-1 D are electrostatic energies of monomer 1, monomer 2 and the dimer respectively. Substitute equation (A2) into equation (A3), we get:
ele
ele
ele
G0b Gvdw
int  1=2  G1ÿ1 D ÿ G1ÿ1 M1 ÿ G1ÿ1 M2
2ÿ1
2ÿ1
 G2ÿ1
RFE D ÿ GRFE M1 ÿ GRFE M2
ele
 Gvdw
int  1=2  Gint
2ÿ1
2ÿ1
 G2ÿ1
REF D ÿ GRFE M1 ÿ GRFE M2

A4

where Gele
int is the electrostatic interaction energy
between the two monomers.
If one wants to calculate the binding free energy
Gb of the HIV PR dimer in water, one has to calM2
culate the solvation energies GM1
sol , Gsol and
D
Gsol for the monomer 1, monomer 2 and dimer of

Figure A2. Thermodynamic cycle for calculating the binding free energy of the HIV PR dimer.
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Figure A3. Thermodynamic cycle for calculating electrostatic interaction contribution to solvation free energy.
nonpolar
D

Gb  Gvdw
int  Gsol

the HIV PR (see Figure A2), respectivel:
M1
M2
Gb  G0b  GD
sol ÿ Gsol ÿ Gsol

nonpolar
M2 

A5

ÿ Gsol

 G2ÿ80
RFE

The solvation energy can be decomposed to two
parts, electrostatic contribution Gele
sol and all other
:
contributions Gnonpolar
sol
nonpolar

Gsol  Gele
sol  Gsol

2ÿ80
2ÿ1
Gele
sol  GRFE ÿ GRFE

7a

Substitute equation (A6) and (A7) into equation
(A5), we get:
nonpolar
D

Gb  G0b  Gsol

nonpolar
M1

ÿ Gsol

nonpolar
M2 

ÿ Gsol

 1=2  Gele
1ÿ1
ÿ G2ÿ80
RFE
nonpolar

 Gvdw
int  Gsol
 G2ÿ80
RFE

A6

According to the thermodynamic cycle shown in
Figure A3, the electrostatic solvation energy Gele
sol
of taking a molecule from gas (eout  1) to water
(eout  80) is:

D

D

ÿ Gele
1ÿ1

ÿ G2ÿ80
RFE

M2 

M2 

M1

ÿ G2ÿ80
RFE

M2 

A9
where
nonpolar
 Gnonpolar
ÿ Gnonpolar
Gnonpolar
sol
sol D
sol M1 ÿGsol M2 .

It is easy to generalize the above derivation to
the case where the interior dielectric constant value
equals n for any ligand-protein system. If ein equals
n, equation (A9) becomes:
nonpolar
LP

Gb Gvdw
int  Gsol

D

ÿ G2ÿ80
RFE

M1

ÿ G2ÿ80
RFE

M2 

 1=n  Gele
1ÿ1

ÿ G2ÿ1
RFE

D

ÿ G2ÿ1
RFE

M1

ÿ G2ÿ1
RFE

M2 

 G2ÿ80
RFE

Substitute equation (A4) into equation (A8), we
get the formula to calculate binding free energy
of the HIV PR dimer whose interior dielectric
constant ein equals 2.

M1

D

 1=2  Gele
int

ÿ G2ÿ80
RFE

 G2ÿ80
RFE

A8

nonpolar
M1

ÿ Gsol

LP

LP

nonpolar
L

ÿ Gsol
ÿ Gele
1ÿ1

ÿ G2ÿ80
RFE
nonpolar

 Gvdw
int  Gsol
 G2ÿ80
RFE

LP

L

L

nonpolar
P 

ÿ Gsol

ÿ Gele
1ÿ1

ÿ G2ÿ80
RFE

P
P

 1=n  Gele
int

ÿ G2ÿ80
RFE

L

ÿ G2ÿ80
RFE

P

A10
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